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Presentation overview 

• Framing the discussion: what does all the 

jargon mean? 

• Overseas insights: can we learn anything 

from European approaches? 

• Australian practice: what’s hot and what’s 

not across the country 

• Future vision: how can we better deliver 

tenant participation? 



FRAMING THE DISCUSSION 

Participation, customer service 

and community engagement 



Participate or engage 1 

• Housing NSW concept of ‘tenant engagement’ 

partly relates to ‘consultation ... about policies 

and strategies that shape housing services’ 

– i.e. Participation 

• but also includes ‘the [promotion of] tenants’ 

social and economic participation in their 

communities, particularly in areas of 

disadvantage and on estates’  

– i.e. Engagement 

 



Participate or engage 2 

• In practice, social housing tenant participation 

increasingly seen as about enhancing 

‘participation’ in community activities 

• More about social inclusion than inputting into 

landlord decision-making 

• Distinction between tenant participation and 

community development becoming 

increasingly unclear 

 



Participation spectrum 

International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) www.iap2.org.au 



Tenants as customers 

• Is there a landlord choice? 

• ‘Consumerist’ ethic - treating 

tenants ‘as if they are customers’  

• Public sector customer focus 

limited by resources and culture: 

– ‘It would be unusual to come across 

a staff member asking ‘have I 

answered all your issues and is there 

anything else I can do for you today?’ 

(State Government housing official) 

 



OVERSEAS INSIGHTS 

Best practice examples from 

Britain and Continental Europe 



Country examples 

• Research on 12 social housing landlords in 

England, Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark 

• If established through co-op model may 

remain wholly tenant controlled (Denmark) 

• Tenant Directors strongly encouraged 

through regulation (Britain and Netherlands) 

• Most significant influence through Tenant 

Councils, Advisory Boards 

• Sector commitment to tenant satisfaction 

measurement 



The Brits 

• Participation seen as normal practice: 
– ‘Involving tenants in running their homes is an 

accepted principle in  [English] social housing. 
Tenant involvement... is normal practice in a way it 
was not ten years ago’ (TSA, 2010) 

• Irwell Valley Housing example 
– Medium-sized provider: 7,200 homes in NW 

– Traditional background (est. 1973) plus stock 
transfer 

– Typical mix of ‘Shameless’ high rise estates, and 
traditional ‘garden city’ concentrated estates 

 







Capturing the castle 1 

• December 2005: Stock transfer in Preston of 

6,500 homes from the Council 

• Tenants can become members and therefore 

‘owners’. Model devised by the cooperative 

movement 

• Board: 7 tenants, 3 councilors, 5 

independents 

 



Capturing the castle 2 

• March 2012: Stock transfer to Rochdale 

Boroughwide Housing, Britain's largest coop: 

13,700 homes and $250 million investment 

• Rochdale controlled by tenants and staff: 168 

year legacy fulfilled 

• Board: 6 tenants, 4 councillors, 3 

independent 

 



AUSTRALIAN PRACTICE 

What is practice across the 

country, and why are changes 

happening? 



Changing environment 

Community housing 

sector has/is growing 

‘Stock transfer’: Tasmania, 
Queensland, South Australia 

‘Housing plus’ agenda: 
we’re more than landlords 

Estate renewal 

Influx of overseas 

staff/ideas 

Differences: public 

vs. community 

housing landlords 

Participation vs. 

engagement Tenants as owners 

or as customers 

Top-down vs. 

bottom-up 



Historic pattern 1 

• ‘Democratisation’ initiatives during 1980s, 

including legislation and funding for tenant 

capacity building (Victoria) 

• Loss of momentum by State Housing 

Authorities from 1990s, now limited to larger 

estate renewals (and transitory?) 

• Changing demographic of social housing 

tenants, and relative dispersal of housing 



Historic pattern 2 

• ‘No strong policing of tenant participation by 

community housing providers, through policy 

or regulation 

• Community housing self-regulation through 

National Community Housing Standards (1st 

edition, 1998) 

• Growing innovation and                                        

competition by community                           

housing from late 2000s 

 



Tokenism? 

• Latest research on Bonnyrigg PPP 

– ‘… a level of tokenism where tenants have the 

opportunity to express views but no guarantee or 

power to ensure they are taken on board’ 

– ‘… over time tenants have not attained greater 

influence in decision making and in fact there are 

indications that this has diminished from the 

Planning Renewal to the Activating Renewal stage’ 

– ‘… tenants were not provided the mechanisms 

or possibility to leverage participatory structures or 

organisation available to them, or external 

measures, to increase their level of influence’ 

 



Victoria and NSW 

• Comparative survey 
between larger providers 

• Generally similar 
patterns, except in 
dedicated staff members 

• Main approach is Tenant 
Councils & involvement 
with services 

• Both states still in a 
period of change 



What drives CHPs? 

• Regulation:  

• Tenant initiatives:  

• Not-for-profit and moral/faith based:  

• Offer value compared to public housing:  

• Accreditation &National Standards:  

• ‘Keeping up with the neighbours’:  

• Stock transfer and estate renewal:  

 



FUTURE VISION 

Delivering effective tenant 

engagement and participation 



Participation menu 

• Leading housing providers offer a range of 
choices for how tenants might be involved 
– Sausage sizzle, get to know the neighbours 

– Newsletters (with tenant contributions?) 

– Surveys and customer feedback 

– Social media 

– Local events (by block, by region) 

– Involvement in policies and procedures 

– Tenant council 

– Tenant board members 

– Tenant members (shareholders) 

 



Futurology 1 

• National Regulation not driving change, but 

this may change 

• Current policy settings from Coalition 

Governments unlikely to be driving tenant 

participation from a ‘rights’ perspective 

• Greater ‘whole of region’ stock transfers and 

estate renewal may increase                    

push for tenant participation 



Futurology 2 

• Increasing tenure insecurity and housing high 

needs tenants making participation harder 

• More consumerist or individual forms of 

participation are most likely to expand 

• Participation will evolve within organisations, 

and change over time. It will never by ‘fixed 

• Leadership possible from Tasmania, as the 

leading state for management transfers 



Housing Action Network 

tony@housingaction.net.au 

0438 520448 


